Noting increasing economic equality in three developed nations and using a theoretical economic model, Kuznets hypothesized that economic development was associated with initial increasing economic inequality followed by decreasing economic inequality. GDP and population data (1969-2007) 
Introduction
Kuznets [1] postulated a relationship between national economic development and income inequality based upon "5 per cent empirical information and 95 percent speculation". Noting a trend towards income equality in three developed nations (the United States, England, and Germany), Kuznets [1] hypothesized that national economic development was associated initially with increasing economic inequality that was followed by decreasing economic inequality. This relationship describes the Kuznets curve, which is characterized by its distinctive inverted U shape. Kuznets [1] suggested that this curve was produced by the combined effects of urbanization and industrialization and resulted from the movement of the labor force from lower paying rural agricultural jobs to higher paying urban industrial jobs.
Kuznets [1] , in presenting his theoretical model, acknowledged that, "In view of the importance of industrialization and urbanization in the process of economic growth, their implications for trends in the income distribution should be explored-even though we have neither the necessary data nor a reasonably complete theoretical model". In his model, Kuznets [1] created a theoretical economy with two sectors, A and B. Sector A was agriculture. Sector B was non-agriculture. The assigned per capita income in A was 50 units. The assigned per capita income in B was either 100 units or 200 units. He further assumed two income distributions in each sector of this theoretical economy, E or U. In E, the lowest decile of the economy accounted for 5.5 percent of the total sector income and the highest decile of the economy accounted for 14.5 percent of the total sector income. There was a one percent difference between each decile in the economy (that is, each decile accounted for 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5, 13.5, and 14.5 percent of the total sector income increasing from the bottom to the top decile). In U, the lowest decile of the economy accounted for 1.0 percent of the total sector income and the highest decile of the economy accounted for 19.0 percent of the total sector income. There was a two percent difference between each decile in the economy (that is, each decile accounted for 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 11.0, 13.0, 15.0, 17.0, and 19.0 percent of the total sector income increasing from the bottom to the top decile). Next, Kuznets allowed the portion of individuals in sector A to decline over time in 0.1 increments from 0.8 to 0.2. Kuznets then used the difference in the total income between the highest and the lowest quintile of his combined sectors A and B total population as his measure of income inequality over time as the population shifted from sector A to sector B. The parameters and assumptions that Kuznets [1] built into his theoretical model ensured that income inequality will initially increase as the population shifts from a population dominated by workers in sector A with a low per capita income and a set income distribution to a population dominated by workers in sector B with a higher per capita income and a set income distribution. In between the extremes of an all sector A or all sector B population, the income distribution range must be wider because it contains significant portions of individuals in both sectors A and B who have wide and different ranges of income.
Over the past half century, Kuznets curves have been both found and not found to exist within certain nations and regions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This inconsistency in demonstrating the existence of Kuznets curves has caused many to question its meaning and to debate its significance [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Firebaugh [7] noted that "about seventy percent of the world's total income inequality is between-nation income inequality as opposed to within-nation income inequality". Significant disparity in income inequality, both within-nation and between-nation, was associated with the industrial revolution [8] . With continued globalization, narrowing of income disparities, or income convergence, both within-nation and between-nation, has been noted [8, 9] . In this study, we sought to determine whether a global Kuznets curve exists looking at population-weighted between-nation/region per capita income. 
Data & Methods

Results
The mean world per capita GDP (Mean pcGDP) (in 2000 dollars) for the years 1969 through 2007 is shown in Table 1. The logarithm (base 10) of the annual mean world per capita GDP [LOG (Mean pcGDP)] is also shown in Table 1 . The standard deviation of the population-weighted per capita GDP (SD pcGDP) of the 36 nations and regions analyzed in this study for the years 1969 through 2007 is also shown in Table 1 . The coefficient of variation, defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean, is a commonly used measure of inequality. The population-weighted percent coefficient of variation (Percent CV) of per capita GDP for these 36 nations and regions was calculated and is shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the population-weighted percent coefficient of variation of per capita GDP plotted against year. This plot illustrates a distinctive inverted U shaped curve consistent with Kuznets' hypothesis. Figure 2 shows the plot of the standard deviation of the population-weighted per capita GDP (in 2000 dollars) for the 36 nations and regions analyzed in this study for the years 1969 through 2007. As seen, this standard deviation increases in a very nearly linear fashion over time. Linear regression analysis of the data displayed in Figure 2 yielded the following equation: 
where Log (Mean pcGDP) is the logarithm of the mean world per capita GDP (in 2000 dollars) and YR is the year. The R 2 value of the linear fit of the data displayed in Figure 3 is greater than 0.989.
Conclusions
Kuznets' original hypothesis regarding economic development and income inequality was derived from a theoretical model of national economic development. The analysis performed in this study examined global international economic development and international economic inequality. Increasing globalization of the world's economy might account, in part, for the failure of income inequality measures to follow a Kuznets curve in some individual nations or regions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The relative ease of international capital and technology flow might obscure the intra-national labor flow originally suggested by Kuznets as the mechanism for producing the inverted U shaped curve relating national economic development and income inequality. Additionally, the development and evolution of a Kuznets curve might be affected by whether or not the economic data being examined are from a relatively open or closed economic system [10] . By including the entire global economy, as was done in this analysis, a "closed" economic system was analyzed that may have influenced the opportunity of observing a Kuznets curve.
This analysis also suggested that one possible explanation for the global Kuznets curve observed within the global economic data for the years 1969 through 2007 is related to the definition of the measure of economic ine-quality, the coefficient of variation, used in this analysis. The coefficient of variation is defined by the equation: CV = SD MEAN (3) in which CV is the coefficient of variation and SD is the standard deviation. Standard deviation is a measure of spread. The spread of the population weighted per capita income in the 36 nations and regions included in this study increased linearly between 1969 and 2007 ( Figure  2) . The mean world per capita income, however, increased exponentially between 1969 and 2007 (Figure 3) . Initially, the approximately 137 dollar annual increase (from Equation (1)) in the standard deviation of the population-weighted global per capita income was increasing faster than the approximately 0.62 percent annual increases (from Equation (2)) in the mean global per capita income. The consequence of these two initial observations or conditions (from Equation (3)) is that the coefficient of variation, or economic inequality, must initially increase. However, since the mean global per capita income was increasing exponentially, eventually the exponentially increasing denominator in Equation (3) will dominate the arithmetically increasing numerator and the coefficient of variation, or economic inequality, must eventually begin to decrease, producing a Kuznets curve. It should be emphasized that this mathematical and statistical explanation for the global Kuznets curve demonstrated in this analysis should not be inferred as being the only possible or "true" explanation for producing this curve. Moreover, the Kuznets curve observed in this analysis was dependent not only on the initial conditions in the data, as previously noted, but also on the period of time over which the analysis was conducted. For example, had the analysis commenced in 1969 and ended in 1990 or commenced in 1990 and ended in 2007, a global Kuznets curve would not have been observed. In other words, the data set available and used in this analysis was opportune and fortunate with respect to its ability to contain and demonstrate a global Kuznets curve. Although based upon "95 percent speculation" [1] , this analysis supports Kuznets' hypothesis concerning the relationship between economic development and income inequality. Despite its economic implications, the relative increasing economic equality of the world's population may have even greater political implications and expectations with respect to future world political and economic development [11] . Although Kuznets originally addressed intranational economic inequality [1] , this manuscript describes international economic inequality using mean per capita income differences among the 36 nations and regions that comprised the entire global economy. This analysis did not describe or address intranational economic inequality.
